Abstract. A linear map between real symmetric matrix spaces is positive if all positive semidefinite matrices are mapped to positive semidefinite ones. A real symmetric matrix is separable if it can be written as a summation of Kronecker products of positive semidefinite matrices. This paper studies how to check if a linear map is positive or not and how to check if a matrix is separable or not. We propose numerical algorithms, based on Lasserre type semidefinite relaxations, for solving such questions. To check the positivity of a linear map, we construct a hierarchy of semidefinite relaxations for minimizing the associated bi-quadratic forms over the unit spheres. We show that the positivity can be detected by solving a finite number of such semidefinite relaxations. To check the separability of a matrix, we construct a hierarchy of semidefinite relaxations. If it is not separable, we can get a mathematical certificate for that; if it is, we can get a decomposition for the separability.
Introduction
For an integer k > 0, denote by S k the space of k × k real symmetric matrices, and denote by S k + the cone of k × k real symmetric positive semidefinite matrices. For X ∈ S k , by X 0 we mean that X ∈ S + . An important problem in applications is checking whether or not a linear map is positive. It is well-known that checking positivity of linear maps is equivalent to detecting nonnegativity of bi-quadratic forms. This fact can be seen as follows. By the linearity, the map Φ is positive if and only if Φ(xx
The above is true if and only if
The product y T Φ(xx T )y is a bi-quadratic form in two groups of variables
x := (x 1 , . . . , x p ), y := (y 1 , . . . , y q ).
Let E ik be the symmetric matrix in S p whose (i, k)th and (k, i)th entries equal to one and all other entries are zeros. Denote and vice versa. The array B can be thought of as a vector in the space R Ω . Denote by P p,q the set of all positive linear maps from S p to S q . The set P p,q is a closed convex cone. A goal of this paper is to check the membership in P p,q . This question is closely related to bi-quadratic optimization over unit spheres, which was studied in Ling et al. [13] .
Positive maps have applications in Mechanics. In elasticity theory, an elasticity tensor can be represented by an array B as in (1.3) , which determines the linear map Φ as in (1.2) . It is said to satisfy the Legendre-Hadamard condition [3] if B(x, y) := y T Φ(xx T )y ≥ 0
for all x ∈ R p and y ∈ R q . Moreover, the elasticity tensor is said to be strongly elliptic if B(x, y) > 0 for all x = 0 and y = 0. Clearly, the Legendre-Hadamard condition is satisfied if and only if the associated linear map is positive; it is strongly elliptic if and only if B(x, y) is strictly positive on the unit spheres x 2 = y 2 = 1 ( · 2 denotes the standard 2-norm.) The Legendre-Hadamard condition and strong ellipticity play important roles in elasticity theory. We refer to [1, 2, 3] and the references therein.
Separable matrices.
The cone dual to the positive map cone P p,q also has important applications. It is the cone of so-called separable matrices. For two matrices B ∈ S p and C ∈ S q , B ⊗ C denotes their Kronecker product, i.e., B ⊗ C is the block matrix B ⊗ C := B ik C 1≤i,k≤p .
Let K p,q be the subspace spanned by all such Kronecker products:
(1.4) K p,q = span {B ⊗ C : B ∈ S p , C ∈ S q } .
The set K p,q is a proper subspace of S pq . Its dimension is not p 2 q 2 (p 2 q 2 + 1)/2, but instead
Each A ∈ K pq is uniquely determined by the array
in the way that (1.5)
As in Dahla et al. [5] , a matrix A ∈ K pq is said to be separable if there exists
The equation (1.6) is called an S-decomposition of A. Let S p,q be the cone of all such separable matrices:
The cones S p,q and P p,q are dual to each other (cf. Prop. 2.1). In quantum information theory, an important problem is to check if a quantum system is separable or entangled (cf. [5] ). A quantum system can be represented by a density matrix, which is positive semidefinite and has trace one. Thus, a quantum system is separable (resp., entangled) if its density matrix is separable (resp., not separable). Checking whether a density matrix is separable or not detects the separability/entanglement. To do this, approximation methods were proposed in [5, 21] , by solving a sequence of bi-quadratic optimization problems. Typically, it is difficult to check separability. Indeed, the weak membership problem for separable matrices is NP-hard, as shown by Gurvits [6] .
1.3.
Contributions. This paper studies how to check if a map is positive or not and how to check if a matrix is separable or not. To do this, we propose numerical algorithms based on Lasserre type semidefinite relaxations in polynomial optimization. As we have seen, a linear map Φ is positive if and only if the bi-quadratic form B(x, y) = y T Φ(xx T )y is nonnegative on x 2 = y 2 = 1. We construct a hierarchy of semidefinite relaxations for minimizing B(x, y) over the unit spheres. We show that the positivity of Φ can be detected by solving a finite number of such semidefinite relaxations. To check if A belongs to S p,q or not, we formulate the question as a truncated moment problem with special structures. To solve it, we construct a hierarchy of semidefinite relaxations. If A is not separable, we can get a certificate for that. If it is, we can get an S-decomposition for A as in (1.6).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some preliminaries in the field of polynomial optimization, moments, and duality of positive maps and separable matrices. Section 3 discusses how to check if a map is positive or not. Section 4 discusses how to check whether a matrix is separable or not. Last, we present some numerical examples in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Notation The symbol N (resp., R, C) denotes the set of nonnegative integral (resp., real, complex) numbers. Let p, q be positive integers. Denote the variables x := (x 1 , . . . , x p ), y := (y 1 , . . . , y q ).
and denote the p-dimensional vector of all ones by 1 p . For convenience, we denote (x, y) = (x 1 , . . . , x p , y 1 , . . . , y q ).
Let M[x, y] be the set of all monomials in (x, y) and
be the ring of real polynomials in (x, y).
denotes the set of all monomials (resp., polynomials) with degrees at most d. For a set F ⊆ R[x, y] and a pair (u, v) ∈ R p × R q , the notation
denotes the vector of all polynomials in F evaluated at the point (u, v). In particular, denote
For t, ⌈t⌉ denotes the smallest integer that is greater than or equal to t.
2.1. Sum of squares and positive polynomials. Let h := (h 1 , . . . , h s ) be a tuple of polynomials in R[x, y]. Denote by I(h) the ideal generated by h:
In practice, we need to work with a finitely dimensional subspace in I(h). We denote the N -th truncation of I(h) as
A polynomial σ is said to be sum of squares (SOS) if σ = f . . , g t ) of polynomials in R[x, y], the quadratic module generated by g is the set
The k-th truncation of Q(g) is the set
Let h and g be the polynomial tuples as above. Consider the set
Clearly, if f ∈ I(h) + Q(g), then f is nonnegative on the set S. Interestingly, the reverse is also true under some general conditions. The set I(h) + Q(g) is called archimedean if there exists φ ∈ I(h) + Q(g) such that φ(x, y) ≥ 0 defines a compact set in the space R p ×R q . When I(h)+Q(g) is archimedean, Putinar [20] proved that if f ∈ R[x, y] is positive on S then f ∈ I(h) + Q(g). Moreover, as shown recently in [16] , if f is nonnegative on S and satisfies some general optimality conditions, then we also have f ∈ I(h) + Q(g). We refer to Lasserre's book [11] and Laurent's survey [12] for polynomial optimization. where c α,β are the coefficients. The tms w is said to admit a representing measure supported in a set T if there exists a Borel measure µ supported in T (i.e., supp(µ) ⊆ T ) such that
If so, such µ is called a T -representing measure for w and we say that w admits the measure µ. An interesting question is how to check whether a tms admits a T -representing measure or not. The method in [17] can be applied to do this.
In the above, vec(f i ) denotes the coefficient vector of the polynomial
is called a moment matrix and is denoted as
The columns and rows of L 
The reverse is typically not true. For convenience, denote
then w admits an S-representing measure (cf. [4, 17] ). When (2.8) and (2.10) hold, the tms w admits a unique representing measure µ on R n ; moreover, the measure µ is supported on r := rank M k (w) distinct points in S. The points in supp(µ) can be found by solving some eigenvalue problems [9] . For convenience, we say that w is flat with respect to h = 0 and g ≥ 0 if (2.8) and (2.10) are both satisfied.
For two tms' w ∈ R M[x,y] 2k and z ∈ R M[x,y] 2l with k < l, we say that w is a truncation of z, or equivalently, z is an extension of w, if w a = z a for all a ∈ M[x, y] 2k . Denote by z| d the subvector of z whose entries are indexed by a ∈ M[x, y] d . Thus, w is a truncation of z if z| 2k = w. Throughout the paper, if z| 2k = w and w is flat, we say that w is a flat truncation of z. Similarly, if z| 2k = w and z is flat, we say that z is a flat extension of w. Flat extensions and flat truncations are proper criteria for checking convergence of Lasserre's hierarchies in polynomial optimization (cf. [15] ).
Properties of P
p,q and S p,q . The positive map cone P p,q and the separable matrix cone S p,q can be thought of as subsets of the vector space R Ω , for Ω as in (1.1). For B ∈ P p,q and A ∈ S p,q , we can index them as
Define their inner product in the standard way as
The standard definition of dual cones is used in the paper. A cone C is said to be pointed if C ∩ −C = {0}, and it is said to be solid if it has nonempty interior.
Proposition 2.1. The cones P p,q and S p,q are proper (i.e., closed, convex, pointed, and solid), and they are dual to each other, i.e.,
Proof. The closedness, convexity and pointedness of P p,q and S p,q are quite straightforward. Note that the bi-quadratic form (x T x)(y T y) is strictly positive over the unit spheres x 2 = y 2 = 1. The solidness of P p,q and S p,q and the duality relationship (2.11) can be implied by [19, Prop. 3 .2].
Checking positive maps
This section discusses how to check whether a linear map Φ : S p → S q is positive or not. The linear map Φ is uniquely determined by
a bi-quadratic form in x := (x 1 , . . . , x p ) and y := (y 1 , . . . , y q ). To check the positivity of Φ, it is equivalent to determine whether or not B(x, y) is nonnegative over the unit spheres x T x = y T y = 1. So, we consider the optimization problem
The first order optimality condition for (3.2) is
In the above, B x (x, y) (resp., B y (x, y)) denotes the gradient of B(x, y) in x (resp., y). Since B(x, y) is a quadratic form in both x and y, it holds that
Thus, (3.3) and (3.4) imply that
Note that (x * , y * ) is optimal for (3.2) if and only if (±x * , ±y * ) are all optimal. Up to a sign, (3.2) always has an optimizer (x * , y * ) satisfying
Therefore, (3.2) is equivalent to the optimization problem (3.5)
It is a polynomial optimization problem of degree 5.
The optimal value b min of (3.5) is also the optimal value of (3.2). Let h, g be the tuples of constraining polynomials in (3.5):
Lasserre's hierarchy [10] of semidefinite relaxations for solving (3.5) is
for the relaxation orders k = 3, 4, . . .. The product , is as in (2.6). We refer to (2.7) and (2.9) for the moment matrix M k (w) and localizing matrices L
. They are linear in w. The dual problem of (3.7) is
In the above, the notation I 2k (h) and Q k (g) are respectively defined as in (2.2) and (2.4). By the weak duality, it holds that for all k [10] , {b (1) k } and {b (2) k } are both monotonically increasing. A practical question is how to check the convergence of b
The following rank condition, for some 2 ≤ t < k,
is a proper stopping criterion (cf. [9, 15] ). If (3.10) is satisfied, then b
(1) k = b min and we can get r := rank M t (w * ) global minimizers of (3.5). This can be seen as follows. From (3.10), we can get (cf. [4, 9, 15] )
where each c i > 0 and u
The equality 1, w * = 1 leads to
Note the following relations
k ≤ B(u r , v r ). The above then implies that and (u 1 , v 1 ) , . . . , (u r , v r ) are global minimizers of (3.
In
Step 3, the method in [9] can be applied to get global minimizers for (3.5). The convergence of Algorithm 3.1 is summarized as follows. .1), and let b min be the optimal value of (3.2). Let b
k be the optimal values as in (3.7)-(3.8). Then we have:
(i) For all k sufficiently large, it holds that 
(ii) Assume (3.2) has finitely many minimizers. If k is large enough, then for every optimizer w * of (3.7) there exists t < k satisfying (3.10).
Proof. Lasserre's hierarchy of semidefinite relaxations for solving (3.11) is (3.12)
By Theorem 2.3 of [14] , for all k big enough, we have
k } have finite convergence to b min . Consider the optimization problem (3.14) min B(x, y) s.t. h(x, y) = 0.
Lasserre's hierarchy of semidefinite relaxations for (3.14) is (3.15)
Its dual optimization problem is
The feasible sets of (3.11) and (3.14) are same. By Theorem 3.1 of [18] , the sequence { b
k } also has finite convergence to
Because the feasible set of (3.7) is contained in that of (3.15), w * is also a minimizer of (3.15) when k is big enough. Note that
and there is no duality gap between (3.15) and (3.16), when k is large. Let
The problem (3.5) has finitely many optimizers. By Theorem 2.6 of [15] , for k big enough, there exists t < k such that
On the other hand, it always holds that
So, (3.10) must be satisfied when k is sufficiently large.
Decomposition of separable matrices
This section discusses how to check whether a matrix is separable or not. We first formulate the question as a special truncated moment problem, and then propose a semidefinite algorithm for solving it. 
where
Up to a sign, the above u, v can be chosen such that
Denote the set (4.1)
Therefore, A ∈ S p,q if and only if
The above is equivalent to that
, with
Let µ be the weighted sum of Dirac measures:
Then, (4.2) is equivalent to
which is then equivalent to that
Denote the monomial set
The cardinality of E is 1 4 p(p + 1)q(q + 1), the dimension of the space K p,q . The monomial x i y j x k y l can be uniquely identified by the tuple (i, j, k, l) ∈ Ω, as in (1.1). Therefore, we can index each matrix A ∈ K p,q equivalently by monomials in E as
So, each A ∈ K p,q can be uniquely identified by the vector (A b ) b∈E . Let
The vector a is an E-truncated multi-sequence (E-tms). We refer to [17] for such truncated moment problems. If there exists a Borel measure µ supported in K satisfying (4.5), then A must be separable. This can be implied by Proposition 3.3 of [17] . Such µ is called a K-representing measure for a.
Summarizing the above, we get the proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let A ∈ K p,q and a be as in (4.7). Then A is separable (i.e., A ∈ S p,q ) if and only if (4.5) is satisfied by a Borel measure µ supported in K.
The vector a, as in (4.7), is an E-tms of degree 4. By Proposition 4.1, to check if A is separable or not is equivalent to detecting if a has a representing measure supported in K. The latter question is a truncated moment problem. Let
is an extension of a, i.e., ω| E = a. If ω is flat with respect to h = 0 and g ≥ 0, i.e., it satisfies
The extension condition ω| E = a and (4.10) imply that
From (4.7), we can get Choose a generic SOS polynomial R ∈ Σ[x, y] 6 . Let h, g be as in (4.8). For relaxation orders k ≥ 3, consider the semidefinite optimization problem (4.11)
(See (2.6) for the product , .) The dual problem of (4.11) is
The decision variable in (4.12) is the vector of coefficients of the polynomial f . Step 0 Choose a generic R ∈ Σ[x, y] 6 . Let k = 3.
Step 1 If (4.11) is infeasible, then A is not separable and stop; otherwise, solve it for a minimizer w * ,k . Let t = 2.
Step 2 Let ω := w * ,k | 2t . If it satisfies (4.9), go to Step 4; otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3 If t < k, set t := t + 1 and go to Step 2; otherwise, set k := k + 1 and go to
Step 1.
Step 4 Compute c i > 0 and (
In
Step 0, we can choose a random matrix G of length p+q+3 3
and then let
Step 1 is justified by Theorem 4.3. In
Step 4, the method in Henrion and Lasserre [9] can be used to compute c i and (u i , v i ). Indeed, Algorithm 4.2 can be easily implemented by the software GlotpiPoly 3 [7] .
4.3.
Convergence of the algorithm. First, we study how to detect when A is not separable.
Theorem 4.3. Let A ∈ K p,q and a = A| E as in (4.7). Then we have:
with all c i > 0. For all k ≥ 3, the tms
is feasible for (4.11), which is a contradiction.
(ii) When A is not separable, there exists a nonnegative bi-quadratic form B 1 (x, y) such that B 1 , A < 0, by Proposition 2.1. For ǫ > 0 small and B 2 = B 1 + ǫ(x T x)(y T y), we still have B 2 , A < 0. Note that B 2 (x, y) is strictly positive on K. By Putinar's Positivstellensatz (cf. [20] ), there exists k 0 such that
Clearly, for all τ > 0, we have
This shows that −B 2 is an improving direction for (4.12). Thus, (4.12) is unbounded from above, and (4.11) must be infeasible, for k ≥ k 0 .
Second, we prove the asymptotic convergence of Algorithm 4.2.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose A ∈ S p,q . Let a be as in (4.7). For a generic polynomial R ∈ Σ[x, y] 6 , we have:
(i) For all k ≥ 3, the semidefinite program (4.11) has an optimizer w * ,k .
(ii) For all t sufficiently large, the truncated sequence {w * ,k | 2t } is bounded and all its accumulation points are flat extensions of a.
Proof. When A ∈ S p,q , the tms a = A| E admits a representing measure supported in K.
(i) A generic R ∈ Σ[x, y] 6 lies in the interior of Σ[x, y] 6 . The conclusion can be implied by Proposition 5.1(i) of [17] .
(ii) The set is contained in the ball x T x + y T y ≤ 2. The conclusion can be implied by Theorem 5.3(i) of [17] .
Third, we investigate when Algorithm 4.2 converges within finitely many steps, i.e., when the stopping condition (4.9) is satisfied for some k. Indeed, under some general conditions, the finite convergence occurs. This is verified in all our numerical experiments.
Let P K be the cone of all polynomials that are nonnegative on the set K as in (4.1). Consider the optimization problem
Denote by int(Σ[x, y] 6 ) the interior of Σ[x, y] 6 .
Theorem 4.5. Let A ∈ S p,q and a be as in (4.7). Suppose R ∈ int(Σ[x, y] 6 ) and f * is a maximizer of (4.13). Assume thatf := R − f * ∈ I(h) + Q(g) andf has finitely many critical zeros on
is a minimizer of (4.11), then the condition (4.9) must be satisfied.
Proof. When R ∈ int(Σ[x, y] 6 ), (4.12) has interior point, so (4.11) and (4.12) have equal optimal values, by strong duality (cf. [17] ). By the assumption, there exists
* is a maximizer of (4.12), and R, w
Sincef ∈ I 2k1 (h) + Q k1 (g),f is a nonnegative polynomial on K. The dual problem of (4.13) is (4.14) min R, z s.t. z| E = a, z ∈ R 6 (K).
The symbol R 6 (K) denotes the closed convex cone of vectors in R M[x,y]6 that admit representing measures supported in K. The strong duality holds between (4.13) and (4.14), because R ∈ int(Σ[x, y] 6 ). Since A ∈ S p,q , a admits a representing measure supported on K, so (4.14) must have a minimizer (say, z * ). Let µ be a K-representing measure for z * , then,
This implies that the minimum value off on K is zero. Consider the polynomial optimization problem:
The k-th order SOS relaxation for (4.15) is
Its dual problem is (4.17)
On the other hand, the minimum value off on K is 0, so f 1,k ≤ 0 for all k. Hence,
Lasserre's hierarchy for (4.15) has finite convergence. The problem (4.16) achieves its optimal value for k ≥ k 1 , becausef
* is a minimizer of (4.17), because f , w * = 0 for all k ≥ k 1 . By the assumption,f has finitely many critical zeros on x T x = y T y = 1, so Assumption 2.1 in [15] for (4.15) is satisfied. By Theorem 2.2 of [15] , w * has a flat truncation w * | 2t if k is big enough, and so is w * ,k .
If a polynomial σ is nonnegative on K, then we often have σ ∈ I(h) + Q(g), under some general conditions (cf. [16] ). For instance, this is the case if the standard optimality conditions (constraint qualification, second order sufficiency, strict complementarity) hold. These optimality conditions are generically satisfiable (cf. [16] ). So, the assumptionf ∈ I(h) + Q(g) in Theorem 4.5 is often satisfied. Thus, Algorithm 4.2 typically has finite convergence. In all our numerical experiments, the finite convergence always occured.
Numerical Examples
In this section, we present some examples for checking positivity of linear maps and separability of matrices. The computation is implemented in 64-bit MATLAB R2012a, on a Lenovo Laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM)i7-3520M CPU@2.90GHz and RAM 16.0G. Algorithms 3.1 and 4.2 can be implemented by the software GloptiPoly 3 [7] , which calls the SDP solver SeDuMi [22] . For computational results, only four decimal digits are displayed, for cleanness of the presentation. 
By solving the semidefinite relaxation (3.7) with k = 3, we get the optimal value of (3. This linear map is not positive. ). By solving the semidefinite relaxation (3.7) with k = 3, we get the optimal value of (3. The semidefinite relaxation (4.11) is infeasible for k = 3, so A is not separable, i.e., A ∈ S 2,2 . 
The semidefinite relaxation (4.11) is infeasible for k = 3, so A is not separable, i.e., A ∈ S 4,4 .
Example 5.9. Consider the following matrix A in the space K 2,3 :
It is separable. By Algorithm 4.2, we got an In the following, we consider some randomly generated separable matrices.
Example 5.11. Consider the following matrix A in the space K 3,4 : The computed S-decomposition is same as the input one, up to a permutation and scaling of a i , b i . That is, there exist real numbers τ i,j , with i = 1, . . . , 5 and j = 1, 2 such that each |τ i,1 τ i,2 | = 1 and
In the above, the permutation vector σ = (3, 2, 5, 1, 4).
Example 5.12. Consider the matrix in the space K 4,4 :
where (u 1 , v 1 ), . . . , (u 6 , v 6 ) are given as as - The computed S-decomposition is same as the input one, up to a permutation and scaling of a i , b i . That is, there exist real numbers τ i,j , with i = 1, . . . , 6 and j = 1, 2 such that each |τ i,1 τ i,2 | = 1 and u i = τ i,1 a σi , v i = τ i,2 b σi .
In the above, the permutation vector σ = (1, 3, 6, 5, 4, 2).
